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This is the place to start. If you don’t get the Tx (Radio) calibrated then you will find the rest of the set-up impossible. Your Tx
must command things in the right direction. Everything should move in the direction of your sticks except pitch. If not then
reverse in your Tx. Throttle for helis is more like Collective. Once you are set up here you can move on to the heli set-up. Channel
8 is going to be used for throttle control so we are looking to put a low signal in to keep the rotor stationary will the heli is armed
and then we’ll flick a switch out of “hold” on the Tx and feed the signal in on Channel 8. There are other ways to control the
throttle but for me this is the simplest – Channel 8 pass through on a switch. This also means you can kill the power if you need
to – its controlled by you. But importantly never kill the power while in flight or its all over! So choose a switch that is clear a
typically out of reach. Ensure that all trims are centered and press the Calibrate Radio button shown on the screen.

If you can’t get your channels set up properly – and always
start by changing things on your Tx – then you might have to
change things here. It’s unlikely that you will need to do this
so don’t start here but if all else fails then this might help.

Ok, this is where the fun begins. Remove the rotor from your heli. Move left to right, starting with the setting up things in the
yellow box. Choose Swash Type and make sure you swash is moving as expected. If not then reverse the servo that seems to be
incorrect by selecting the Rev box. Don’t change your Tx because that was moving things in the right direction when you
calibrated it earlier - you want to get the controller (Pixhawk or APM) working properly. You may also have to move the position
of the servo on the position compass by changing the respective boxes. Don’t be afraid, position and direction are likely to have
to change on some servos. Once the swash is set up, use a swash leveling tool and move the swash up and down getting it as
level as possible using the Trims. To get any changes to pass to the controller click your mouse in the Position compass.

Now for things in the red box. Click on the Min button and check that the swash doesn’t bind. Click the Max button and check
that the swash remains within reasonable limits. Now reinstall the head. Click Zero and using a pitch tool set this to zero. Now
click Min and you should have -9 to -12 degrees of pitch. Click Max and set up +9 to +12 degrees. Use the numbers in the boxes
to set this up. These represent the output from your Tx. Once this is done, press Test and see that there is no binding of the
swash or head. If so, reduce limits.
Moving on to the green box, connect your rudder servo. Ensure it travels in the correct direction and then set the Min and Max

Moving on to the green box, connect your rudder servo. Select the right tail type in the middle box. Ensure the servo travels in
the correct direction, Rev if necessary, and then set the Min and Max position to ensure it does not bind. Set the trim to zero
pitch. Now press the Test button in the red box and all servos should move to their extremes. Check that there is no binding.
Now to the blue box. The simplest set up is to use Ch 8 output as shown and control the motor from your Tx. There are other
settings and you can test these yourself but do so with the blades removed so you don’t get a fright or worse still. Ok, on to the
last step, setting up the collective to hover at mid-stick.

The collective control is used to ensure the heli hovers at mid-stick given that RPM will typically be constant.

Typical tuning parameters for a 400 size heli with digital servos and constant RPM are shown here. Note that a number of these
settings are below range and had to be set in the “Full Parameter List” tab. Make sure that you “Write Params” after you change
anything. Also a handy tool to test settings is to use the Ch6 Opt and set a Min and Max value and try a range. Always start with
the P term, then the I term and the D term. See the notes on the Copter forum to understand in more detail what each of these
do but remember you’re a heli guy and most of what is explained is for quad copters.

